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Johan(n) Andries or Andreas HEYNEKE was born in 1735 in Dessau, Germany. He was a messelaar van 1750-78. He died. He was buried.

Johan(n) Andries or Andreas HEYNEKE and Anna Christina CORIDON were married on 18 Nov 1753. Anna Christina CORIDON was born in 1735. She died. She was buried.

Johan(n) Andries or Andreas HEYNEKE and Magdalena Barbara HELLARD were married on 8 Dec 1771. Magdalena Barbara HELLARD was born in 1735. She was a vrygestelde slavin. She died in 1800. She was buried in 1800. Johan(n) Andries or Andreas HEYNEKE and Magdalena Barbara HELLARD had the following children:

I. Johanna Christina HEYNEKE was born on 16 Nov 1754. She died in 1785. She was buried in 1785.

II. Johannes Christiaan (b2) HEYNEKE was born on 16 Nov 1754. He died in Stellenboch South Africa. He was buried in Stellenboch South Africa.

Johannes Christiaan (b2) HEYNEKE and Johanna Elizabeth THOMASSE were married on 23 Nov 1788 in Cape Town (VDK) South Africa. (The VDK means “van die Kaap” which indicates they were “non white” generally slaves, freed slaves or children of slaves. According to HF Heese in “Groep Sonder Grense” Johanna Elizabeth was the daughter of Christiaan Thomas VDK.)

Johanna Elizabeth THOMASSE was born in 1756 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. She died in Stellenboch South Africa. She was buried in Stellenboch South Africa. Johannes Christiaan (b2) HEYNEKE and Johanna Elizabeth THOMASSE had the following children:

A. Johannes Christoffel (b2c1) HEYNEKE was born on 16 Sep 1798 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. He died in Beaufort Wes South Africa. He was buried in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Johannes Christoffel (b2c1) HEYNEKE and Cecelia Anna ESTERHUZEN were married on 30 Sep 1821 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. Cecelia Anna ESTERHUZEN was born in 1798 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. She died in Beaufort Wes South Africa. She was buried in Beaufort Wes South Africa. Johannes Christoffel (b2c1) HEYNEKE and Cecelia Anna ESTERHUZEN had the following children:

1. Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE was born on 6 Sep 1822 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE and Susanna Magdalena VERMAAS were married on 3 Nov 1847 in Posmasburg South Africa. Susanna Magdalena VERMAAS was born on 29 Dec 1822 in Posmasburg South Africa. Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE and Susanna Magdalena VERMAAS had the following children:

a. Susanna Catharina Magdelena Elizabeth HEYNEKE was born on 2 Sep 1846. Voortrekkers 17 Des 1848 (Moeder Susanna Catharina Roos)

b. Anna Magdalena HEYNEKE was born on 12 Jun 1849 in Bloemfontein South Africa. She died on 12 Jun 1849 in Bloemfontein South Africa.

c. Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE was born on 24 Feb 1851 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 8 Mar 1852 in Posmasburg South Africa.

d. Susanna Magdalena HEYNEKE was born on 29 Nov 1852 in Posmasburg South Africa.

Susanna Magdalena HEYNEKE and Frederik J KOTZE were married. Frederik J KOTZE was born.

e. Petrus Erasmus HEYNEKE was born on 29 Jul 1856 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 29 Jul 1856 in Posmasburg South Africa.

f. Cecilia Anna HEYNEKE was born on 30 Sep 1857 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 30 Sep 1857 in Posmasburg South Africa.

g. Daniëline Jacoba Louisa HEYNEKE was born on 2 Nov 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 25 Dec 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa.

h. Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE was born on 22 Aug 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 2 Feb 1862 in Posmasburg South Africa.
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1. Elizabeth Johanna Francina Loret HEYNEKE was born on 14 Sep 1869. Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE and Martha Louisa ERASMUS were married. Martha Louisa ERASMUS was born in 1829 in Posmasburg South Africa.

2. Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE was born on 3 Mar 1824 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE and Johanna Catharina VAN STADEN were married. Johanna Catharina VAN STADEN was born on 13 Feb 1825 in Posmasburg South Africa. Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE and Johanna Catharina VAN STADEN had the following children:

a. Johanna Catharina HEYNEKE was born on 28 Jun 1848. Voortrekkers She died on 17 Dec 1848.

b. Cecilia Anna HEYNEKE was born on 16 Jan 1850. She died on 21 Oct 1850.

c. Johanna Catharina Jacoba HEYNEKE was born on 13 Mar 1853 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 26 Jun 1853 in Posmasburg South Africa.

Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE and Anna Elizabeth MOSTERT were married on 10 Sep 1855 in Posmasburg South Africa. Anna Elizabeth MOSTERT was born. Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE and Anna Elizabeth MOSTERT had the following children:

d. Susanna Maria Madalena HEYNEKE was born on 15 Sep 1856 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 2 Aug 1857 in Posmasburg South Africa.

e. Anna Elizabeth HEYNEKE was born on 17 Apr 1858 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 6 Oct 1858 in Posmasburg South Africa.

f. Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE was born on 6 Aug 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 18 Jan 1860 in Posmasburg South Africa.

g. Anna Elizabeth HEYNEKE was born on 12 Aug 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 26 Dec 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa.

h. Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE was born on 7 Dec 1863 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 3 Apr 1864 in Posmasburg South Africa.

3. Anna Cecilia HEYNEKE was born on 19 Sep 1826 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Anna Cecilia HEYNEKE and Michiel Daniel Pieter EVERT were married. Michiel Daniel Pieter EVERT was born on 21 Jan 1827. Johan Bernard sn

Anna Cecilia HEYNEKE and Joseph Erasmus DE BEER were married. Samuel Jacobus sn Joseph Erasmus DE BEER was born.

4. Johannes Jochemus (b2c1d4) HEYNEKE was born on 20 Feb 1831 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. He died in 1900 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. He was buried in 1900 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Johannes Jochemus (b2c1d4) HEYNEKE and Cornelia Johanna COERTZE were married in 1850 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. Cornelia Johanna COERTZE was born in 1800 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. She died in 1900 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. She was buried in 1900 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. Johannes Jochemus (b2c1d4) HEYNEKE and Cornelia Johanna COERTZE had the following children:

a. Cornelia Johanna HEYNEKE was born on 23 Sep 1834 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died in 1900 in Posmasburg South Africa. She was buried in 1900 in Posmasburg South Africa.

Cornelia Johanna HEYNEKE and Phillippus D DU TOIT were married on 16 Mar 1856 in Posmasburg South Africa. Phillippus D DU TOIT was born in 1826 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died in Posmasburg South Africa.

b. Cecilia Anna HEYNEKE was born on 4 Mar 1858 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 2 May 1858 in Posmasburg South Africa. She was buried on 2 May 1858 in Posmasburg South Africa.

c. Susanna Johanna Catharina HEYNEKE was born on 2 Jul 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 10 Oct 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa. She was buried on 10 Oct 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa.

d. Rudolph Jacobus HEYNEKE was born on 6 Dec 1860 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 13
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Jan 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa. He was buried on 13 Jan 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa.

e. Johannes Jochemus HEYNEKE was born on 30 Jul 1862 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He died on 8 Feb 1863 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He was buried on 8 Feb 1863 in Potchefstroom South Africa.

f. Anthonie Willem HEYNEKE was born on 1 Oct 1865. He died in 1866.

g. Caspar (Casper) Cornelius HEYNEKE was born on 4 Oct 1866 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He was in the S.A. War (Anglo Boer War in 1900). He was attached to the Potchefstroom Commando in the Infantry. He was wounded in the knee and died from his injuries. He died in 1920 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He was buried in 1920 in Potchefstroom South Africa.

Caspar (Casper) Cornelius HEYNEKE and Cathrina Henrieta HARMSE were married in 1886.

Cathrina Henrieta HARMSE was born in 1886 in Potchefstroom South Africa. She died in 1900 in Potchefstroom South Africa. She was buried in 1900 in Potchefstroom South Africa. Caspar (Casper) Cornelius HEYNEKE and Cathrina Henrieta HARMSE had the following children:

i. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Oupa) HEYNEKE was born on 10 Sep 1895 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He died on 20 Oct 1972 in Pretoria South Africa. He was buried on 20 Oct 1972 in Heatherdale Cemetery Pretoria North South Africa.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Oupa) HEYNEKE and Maria Louisa STEENKAMP were married in 1919 in Potchefstroom South Africa. Maria Louisa STEENKAMP was born in 1895 in Potchefstroom South Africa. She died on 17 Apr 1979 in Pretoria South Africa. She was buried on 17 Apr 1979 in Heatherdale Cemetery Pretoria North South Africa. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Oupa) HEYNEKE and Maria Louisa STEENKAMP had the following children:

(1) Casper Cornelius (Cas) HEYNEKE was born on 17 Jul 1921 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He died on 4 Oct 1987 in Vereeniging Hospital South Africa. He was buried on 7 Oct 1987 in Vereeniging South Africa. Sy ID 210717 5032 003

Casper Cornelius (Cas) HEYNEKE and Judik Christina ROOS were married on 19 Sep 1942. Judik Christina ROOS (daughter of Jacob Matthys DE BEER and Judik Christina PRETORIUS) was born on 31 Dec 1926 in Barkly Wes South Africa. She died on 2 Apr 1980 in Vereeniging Hospital South Africa. She was buried on 4 Apr 1980 in Vereeniging South Africa. Casper Cornelius (Cas) HEYNEKE and Judik Christina ROOS had the following children:

(a) Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Blackie) HEYNEKE was born on 12 May 1945 in Pretoria South Africa. He went to school in Pretoria. The Hendrik Verwoerd High School. He left school in 1962, and joined the South African Police Services. He was stationed in Rosebank Johannesburg and thereafter he was transferred all over the country. He met his wife in Umtata where he was transferred to the Mobile Unit. In 1967 he underwent a C.I.D. course and became a detective. In 1968 he wrote his exam for Sergeant and pass the course. At the end of 1968 he was transferred to Ngeleni in the old Transkei as second in command. In 1970 he was then transferred to Matatiele police station also as second in charge. That was to enable his children to start school. In 1971 he was transferred to Franklin as Station Commander. He took his discharge in 1975 and start to work on the railways on the footplate. In 1981 he resigned the railways and work for Pep stores and became a manager for Half Price Stores in Matatiele. He then worked for different business and in August 1986 he started his own business, Maranatha Security. The business has grown to the extent that he made his children the owners in the business.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Blackie) HEYNEKE and Elizabeth Edith WILLARD were married on 11 Sep 1965. Elizabeth Edith WILLARD (daughter of Charles Douglas (Charlie) WILLARD and Myrtle BRIDGER) was born on 20 May 1947 in Idutywa Old Transkei South Africa. Twin sister of Margaret. They grew up and went to school in Umtata. She worked on the telephone exchange in Umtata. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Blackie) HEYNEKE and Elizabeth Edith WILLARD had the following children:
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(i) Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE was born on 22 Mar 1966 in Volksrust South Africa. He started schooling in Matatiele, and when his father was transferred he went to the Franklin school. When they went back to Matatiele he attended his old school "King Edward". He matriculated and joined the South African Police Services. He was attached to the horse unit.

Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE and Deborah Ann RANCE were married on 4 May 1984 in Matatiele South Africa. Deborah Ann RANCE was born on 1 Dec 1968 in London England. Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE and Deborah Ann RANCE had the following children:

I. Michelle HEYNEKE was born on 24 Sep 1985 in Matatiele South Africa.

II. Belinda HEYNEKE was born on 1 Apr 1987 in Matatiele South Africa.

III. Craig HEYNEKE was born on 23 Mar 1993 in Kokstad South Africa.

(ii) Charles Douglas HEYNEKE was born on 5 Oct 1967 in Umtata South Africa.

Charles Douglas HEYNEKE and Rachel Elisabet MOLLER were married on 2 Feb 1990 in Matatiele South Africa. Rachel Elisabet MOLLER (daughter of Rudolph Petrus (Roelf) MOLLER and Cornelia Elisabeth (Steyn) (Cora) MOLLER) was born on 15 Jun 1970 in Matatiele South Africa. Charles Douglas HEYNEKE and Rachel Elisabet MOLLER had the following children:

I. Chantelle HEYNEKE was born on 5 Feb 1992 in Matatiele South Africa.

II. Tammy HEYNEKE was born on 11 Jun 1993 in Matatiele South Africa.

III. Devon HEYNEKE was born on 10 May 1996 in Matatiele South Africa.

(iii) Gwendoline Judith HEYNEKE was born on 27 Oct 1971 in Umtata South Africa.

Gwendoline Judith HEYNEKE and Mark Paul BARNARD were married on 14 Nov 1992 in Matatiele South Africa. Mark Paul BARNARD (son of John Kenneth Morris (Mo) BARNARD and Denise Heather SCHOEFIELD) was born on 23 Jan 1953 in Pietermaritzburg South Africa. Gwendoline Judith HEYNEKE and Mark Paul BARNARD had the following children:
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I. Tyrone Heyneke BARNARD was born on 20 Dec 1990 in Matatiele South Africa.

II. Carin BARNARD was born on 7 Jan 1994 in Matatiele South Africa.

(iv) Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE was born on 1 Dec 1972 in Matatiele South Africa.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Melanie PETERSEN were married on 30 Nov 1996 in Matatiele South Africa. Melanie PETERSEN (daughter of Daniel Theodore (Theo) PETERSEN and Sophia Aletta Jacoba (Sophie) MAARTENS) was born on 22 Feb 1971 in Touws River South Africa. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Melanie PETERSEN had the following children:

I. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus HEYNEKE was born on 6 Feb 1998 in Amanzimtoti South Africa.

II. Bianca HEYNEKE was born on 29 Oct 2001 in Margate South Africa.

(b) Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE was born on 15 Jan 1948. He died on 6 Apr 1954. He was buried on 6 Apr 1954.

(c) Dawid Mathys HEYNEKE was born on 20 May 1953.

Dawid Mathys HEYNEKE and Lena BADENHORST were married on 19 Oct 1973 in Germiston South Africa. Lena BADENHORST was born on 19 May 1956. Dawid Mathys HEYNEKE and Lena BADENHORST had the following children:

(i) Magda Johanna Christina HEYNEKE was born on 2 Feb 1977.

Magda Johanna Christina HEYNEKE and Johannes Cornelius RAS were married on 31 Aug 1996 in Brits South Africa. Johannes Cornelius RAS was born on 2 Feb 1979 in Brits South Africa. Magda Johanna Christina HEYNEKE and Johannes Cornelius RAS had the following children:

I. Melisa Jennifer RAS was born on 6 Oct 1998 in Pretoria South Africa.
II. Ryann Zander RAS was born on 3 May 2001 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Rudolf Cornelius (Rudi) HEYNEKE was born on 1 Apr 1982.

Rudolf Cornelius (Rudi) HEYNEKE and Chantal JANSE VAN RENSBURG were married on 2 Mar 2006 in Port Shepstone South Africa.. Chantal JANSE VAN RENSBURG was born on 7 Jan 1981 in Carletonville.

(d) Judik Christina HEYNEKE was born on 21 Mar 1955. She died on 22 Aug 1955. She was buried on 22 Aug 1955.

(e) Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE was born on 20 Apr 1958. He died on 2 Aug 1990 in Windhoek South West Africa. He was buried on 7 Aug 1990 in Windhoek South West Africa.

Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE and Linda BREEDT were married on 13 Aug 1976. They were divorced on 8 May 1988. Linda BREEDT was born on 30 Apr 1959. Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE and Linda BREEDT had the following children:

(i) Gesina Wilemina (Willma) HEYNEKE was born on 4 Nov 1976 in Fochville South Africa.

Gesina Wilemina (Willma) HEYNEKE and Alan Richard MCKENSIE were married on 16 Sep 2000 in Durban South Africa. Telephone 084 3014934 Alan Richard MCKENSIE was born on 11 Sep 1972 in Zimbabwe (Old Rhodesia). Gesina Wilemina (Willma) HEYNEKE and Alan Richard MCKENSIE had the following children:

I. Catelyn MCKENSIE was born on 23 Jul 2001 in Durban South Africa.

Magda PEARSON was born in 1958 in Vanderbijlpark South Africa. Casper Cornelius HEYNEKE and Magda PEARSON had the following children:

(ii) Jacques-Pierre HEYNEKE was born on 29 Oct 1979 in Vereeniging South Africa.

(iii) Shilo-Michelle HEYNEKE was born on 13 Sep 1982 in Vanderbijlpark South Africa.

I. Brandon-Lee HEYNEKE was born on 25 Jun 2001 in Welkom South Africa.

(iv) Ivar-Wayne HEYNEKE was born on 17 Oct 1985 in Windhoek South West Africa.

(f) Judik Christina HEYNEKE was born on 8 May 1963 in Pretoria South Africa.

Judik Christina HEYNEKE and Johannes Frederik (Jan) NELL were married on 7 Mar 1980 in Vereeniging South Africa. Johannes Frederik (Jan) NELL (son of Johannes Fredrik (Jannie) NELL and Johanna Magrieta (Knight) (Magret) NELL) was born on 26 Jan 1959 in Vereeniging South Africa. Judik Christina HEYNEKE and Johannes Frederik (Jan) NELL had the following children:

(i) Johannes Frederik (Jantjie) NELL was born on 13 Aug 1980 in Vereeniging South Africa.

(ii) Tinus NELL was born on 31 Jul 1984 in Vereeniging South Africa.

(iii) Louis NELL was born on 14 Jul 1988 in Vereeniging South Africa.
Maria Louisa HEYNEKE was born on 19 Jul 1961 in Pretoria South Africa. She died on 9 Jul 1993 in Vereeniging Hospital South Africa. She was buried on 16 Jul 1993 in Vereeniging South Africa.

Maria Louisa HEYNEKE and Carlos Alberto Gomes (Carlos) FERREIRA were married on 7 Mar 1980 in Vereeniging South Africa. Carlos Alberto Gomes (Carlos) FERREIRA was born on 22 Sep 1961 in Mosambique. Maria Louisa HEYNEKE and Carlos Alberto Gomes (Carlos) FERREIRA had the following children:

(i) **Louise FERREIRA** was born on 6 Sep 1980 in Vereeniging South Africa.

(ii) **Carlos FERREIRA** was born on 15 Dec 1983 in Vereeniging South Africa.

Johannes Andries (Andries) HEYNEKE was born on 25 Dec 1923 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died in Motor accident on 21 Jul 1955 in Pretoria South Africa. He was buried on 24 Jul 1955 in Johannesburg South Africa.

Johannes Andries (Andries) HEYNEKE and Johanna Catharina (Johanna) BARNARD were married on 15 Apr 1949 in Johannesburg South Africa. Johanna Catharina (Johanna) BARNARD was born on 30 Dec 1926 in Johannesburg South Africa. She died on 29 May 1955. She was buried on 2 Jun 1955 in Johannesburg South Africa. Johannes Andries (Andries) HEYNEKE and Johanna Catharina (Johanna) BARNARD had the following children:

(a) **Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE** was born on 29 Mar 1950 in Johannesburg South Africa.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Christelle VAN VUUREN were married on 21 Oct 1972 in Pretoria South Africa. Christelle VAN VUUREN was born on 23 Mar 1953 in Pretoria South Africa. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Christelle VAN VUUREN had the following children:

(i) **Johannes Andries (Jean) HEYNEKE** was born on 16 Apr 1973 in Pretoria South Africa.

   I. **Joost (Heystek) HEYNEKE** was born on 27 Feb 2000 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) **Lynn-Mari HEYNEKE** was born on 19 Apr 1979 in Pretoria South Africa.

   I. **Wian MOLLER** was born on 26 Feb 2004 in Pretoria South Africa.

(b) **Marthinus Christoffel (Tienie) HEYNEKE** was born on 20 May 1951 in Johannesburg South Africa.

Marthinus Christoffel (Tienie) HEYNEKE and Cornelia Magrietta (Noela) BOTES were married on 16 Sep 1972 in Pretoria South Africa. Cornelia Magrietta (Noela) BOTES was born on 2 Jul 1951. Martinus Christoffel (Tienie) HEYNEKE and Cornelia Magrietta (Noela) BOTES had the following children:

(i) **Zelda (Bands) HEYNEKE** was born on 11 Sep 1974 in Pretoria South Africa.

   I. **Zeldian BANDS** was born on 16 Mar 2003 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) **Johannes Andries (Andre') HEYNEKE** was born on 19 Oct 1977 in Pretoria South Africa.

(c) **Johannes Andries (Johan) HEYNEKE** was born on 19 Dec 1954 in Johannesburg South Africa. He died on 23 Apr 1988 in Naboomspruit South Africa. He was buried on 25 Apr 1988 in Naboomspruit South Africa.

Johannes Andries (Johan) HEYNEKE and Catharina Petronella Maria (Kitha) DE BEER were married on 17 Dec 1977 in Pretoria South Africa. Catharina Petronella Maria (Kitha) DE BEER was born on 2 Jul 1951. Martinus Christoffel (Tienie) HEYNEKE and Catharina Petronella Maria (Kitha) DE BEER had the following children:

(i) **Johannes Andries (John) HEYNEKE** was born on 18 Jan 1981 in Pretoria South Africa.
Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Oom Bart) HEYNEKE was born on 8 Nov 1925 in Brits South Africa. Oom Bart. Onskatbare bron van inligting van die Heyneke familie. As hy tot sterwe kom gaan baie van ons inligting daarmee heen wees.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Oom Bart) HEYNEKE and Helena Alleta Catharina (Lenie) KORFF were married on 2 Jun 1951 in Brits South Africa. Helena Alleta Catharina (Lenie) KORFF was born on 9 Feb 1931 in Sabie South Africa. She died on 29 Nov 2000. She was buried on 2 Dec 2000. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Oom Bart) HEYNEKE and Helena Alleta Catharina (Lenie) KORFF had the following children:

(a) Maria Cornelia (Marie) HEYNEKE was born on 15 Aug 1953.

Maria Cornelia (Marie) HEYNEKE and Abel Hendrik (Abie) ERASMUS were married on 16 Oct 1976 in Pretoria South Africa. Abel Hendrik (Abie) ERASMUS was born on 29 Oct 1954 in Pretoria South Africa. Maria Cornelia (Marie) HEYNEKE and Abel Hendrik (Abie) ERASMUS had the following children:

(i) Carina ERASMUS was born on 31 May 1979 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Willem Sterrenberg (Hardus) ERASMUS was born on 12 Mar 1982 in Pretoria South Africa.

(iii) Bart Heyneke (Heyneke) ERASMUS was born on 15 Jul 1985 in Pretoria South Africa.

(b) Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE was born on 15 Aug 1956 in Pretoria South Africa.

Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE and Christiaan Johannes (Chris) DU PLOOY were married on 2 Dec 1978 in Pretoria South Africa. Christiaan Johannes (Chris) DU PLOOY was born on 28 Sep 1956 in Pretoria South Africa. Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE and Christiaan Johannes (Chris) DU PLOOY had the following children:

(i) Careli DU PLOOY was born on 27 Oct 1983 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Anien DU PLOOY was born on 25 Jul 1985 in Pretoria South Africa.

(iii) Christiaan Johannes (Christiaan) DU PLOOY was born on 10 Apr 1987 in Pretoria South Africa.

(c) Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE was born on 27 Nov 1957 in Pretoria South Africa.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Judy SCHOEMAN were married on 13 Sep 1980 in Pretoria South Africa. Judy SCHOEMAN was born on 27 Sep 1959 in Bloemfontein South Africa. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Judy SCHOEMAN had the following children:

(i) Leane HEYNEKE was born on 17 Jun 1983 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Eliesna HEYNEKE was born on 17 Jun 1983 in Pretoria South Africa.

(4) Catharina Henrietha (Yettie) HEYNEKE was born on 8 Jun 1929 in Sanddrift-Brits South Africa.

Catharina Henrietha (Yettie) HEYNEKE and Theunis Johannes (Theunis) VAN DER MERWE were married on 16 Aug 1952. Theunis Johannes (Theunis) VAN DER MERWE was born on 31 May 1921 in Taung - Dist Kuruman South Africa. He died on 30 Sep 1977. He was buried on 3 Oct 1977 in Dendron South Africa. Catharina Henrietha (Yettie) HEYNEKE and Theunis Johannes (Theunis) VAN DER MERWE had the following children:

(a) Carl Theodorus (Carl) VAN DER MERWE was born on 19 May 1953 in
Carl Theodorus (Carl) VAN DER MERWE and Susanna Maria (Venter) (Susan) VAN DER MERWE were married on 18 Dec 1976 in Pietersburg South Africa. Susanna Maria (Venter) (Susan) VAN DER MERWE was born on 13 Feb 1958 in Potgietersrus South Africa. Carl Theodorus (Carl) VAN DER MERWE and Susanna Maria (Venter) (Susan) VAN DER MERWE had the following children:

(i) Antoinette VAN DER MERWE was born on 5 Dec 1981 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(ii) Carl Theodorus (CT) VAN DER MERWE was born on 20 Nov 1984 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(b) Maria Louisa (Louisa) VAN DER MERWE was born on 19 Sep 1955 in Johannesburg South Africa. She died on 27 Feb 2003 in Richardsbaai South Africa. She was buried on 4 Mar 2003 in Dendron South Africa.

Maria Louisa (Louisa) VAN DER MERWE and Frans Abram VERMAAK were married on 18 Oct 1975 in Dendron South Africa. Frans Abram VERMAAK was born on 2 Aug 1952 in Durban South Africa. Maria Louisa (Louisa) VAN DER MERWE and Frans Abram VERMAAK had the following children:

(i) Catharina Henrietta (Riette) VERMAAK was born on 15 Mar 1976 in Phalaborwa South Africa.

(ii) Frans Stephan VERMAAK was born on 5 Nov 1979 in Phalaborwa South Africa.

(c) Susara Maria (Sarita) VAN DER MERWE was born on 2 May 1957 in Pretoria South Africa.

Susara Maria (Sarita) VAN DER MERWE and Edihard MEYER were married on 10 Mar 1984 in Dendron South Africa. Edihard MEYER was born on 27 Feb 1957 in Pretoria South Africa. Susara Maria (Sarita) VAN DER MERWE and Edihard MEYER had the following children:

(i) Joanelle MEYER was born on 27 Nov 1987 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(ii) Arina Henrietta MEYER was born on 24 Oct 1989 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(iii) Arisna MEYER was born on 24 Oct 1989 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(iv) Dihard MEYER was born on 19 Jul 1994 in Vryheid South Africa.

(d) Catharina Henrietta (Tokkie) VAN DER MERWE was born on 26 Dec 1958 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

Catharina Henrietta (Tokkie) VAN DER MERWE and Schalk Willem (Basie) BREYTENBACH were married on 24 Oct 1981 in Dendron South Africa. Schalk Willem (Basie) BREYTENBACH was born on 26 Jan 1956 in Hendrina South Africa. Catharina Henrietta (Tokkie) VAN DER MERWE and Schalk Willem (Basie) BREYTENBACH had the following children:

(i) Reancke BREYTENBACH was born on 24 May 1985 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(ii) Barend Christiaan (Bertiaan) BREYTENBACH was born on 5 Aug 1988 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(e) Bartholomeus Jacobus (Bart) VAN DER MERWE was born on 25 May 1962.

Bartholomeus Jacobus (Bart) VAN DER MERWE and Connie (Sandenberg) VAN DER MERWE were married on 17 Dec 1983 in Pretoria South Africa. Connie (Sandenberg) VAN DER MERWE was born on 30 Oct 1963. Bartholomeus Jacobus (Bart) VAN DER MERWE and Connie (Sandenberg) VAN DER MERWE had the following children:

(i) Bartholomeus Jacobus (Jak) VAN DER MERWE was born on 26 Sep 1985 in Pietersburg South Africa.
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(ii) Hannelize VAN DER MERWE was born on 31 Mar 1988 in Pietersburg South Africa.

(iii) Theunis Johannes VAN DER MERWE was born on 27 Sep 1990 in Ermelo South Africa.

(iv) Connie VAN DER MERWE was born on 15 Apr 1992 in Ermelo South Africa.

(f) Theunis Johannes (Theunis) VAN DER MERWE was born on 25 Dec 1964.

Theunis Johannes (Theunis) VAN DER MERWE and Martha Maria (van Niekerk) (Maritha) VAN DER MERWE were married on 7 Apr 1990 in Pietersburg South Africa. Martha Maria (van Niekerk) (Maritha) VAN DER MERWE was born on 23 Jun 1966 in Pietersburg South Africa. Theunis Johannes (Theunis) VAN DER MERWE and Martha Maria (van Niekerk) (Maritha) VAN DER MERWE had the following children:

(i) Johane' VAN DER MERWE was born on 21 Oct 1998 in Kimberley South Africa.

(ii) Theunis Johannes (Theunie) VAN DER MERWE was born on 23 Jan 2004 in Kimberley South Africa.

(5) Jan George (Jan) HEYNEKE was born on 7 Dec 1931 in Sanddrift-Bris South Africa. He died on 8 Jul 1993 in Potchefstroom South Africa. He was buried on 11 Jul 1993 in Potchefstroom South Africa.

Jan George (Jan) HEYNEKE and Eva Mariah (Eva) WOLMARANS were married on 7 Mar 1957. Eva Mariah (Eva) WOLMARANS was born on 7 Jan 1934. Jan George (Jan) HEYNEKE and Eva Mariah (Eva) WOLMARANS had the following children:

(a) Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE was born on 13 May 1957 in Klerksdorp South Africa.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Petronella Wilhemina (Petro) WESSELS were married on 9 Aug 1984 in Klerksdorp South Africa. Petronella Wilhemina (Petro) WESSELS was born on 5 Aug 1961 in Dundee Natal South Africa. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Petronella Wilhemina (Petro) WESSELS had the following children:

(i) Ade'll HEYNEKE was born on 27 Jan 1980 in Krugersdorp South Africa.

(ii) Pierre George HEYNEKE was born on 25 May 1984 in Krugersdorp South Africa.

(b) Pieter Willem (Piet) HEYNEKE was born on 10 Sep 1958 in Klerksdorp South Africa.

Pieter Willem (Piet) HEYNEKE and Petra GELDENHIUZ were married on 14 Dec 1981 in Posmasburg South Africa. Petra GELDENHIUZ was born on 3 Jan 1954 in Pretoria South Africa. Pieter Willem (Piet) HEYNEKE and Petra GELDENHIUZ had the following children:

(i) Jan George HEYNEKE was born on 29 Jan 1981 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(ii) Charll HEYNEKE was born on 13 May 1986 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(c) Jan George (Jan) HEYNEKE was born on 30 Mar 1960.

Jan George (Jan) HEYNEKE and Magdalena Maria (Magda) GOUWS were married on 25 Feb 1984 in Kimberley South Africa. Magdalena Maria (Magda) GOUWS was born on 29 May 1960 in Kimberley South Africa. Jan George (Jan) HEYNEKE and Magdalena Maria (Magda) GOUWS had the following children:

(i) Jan George HEYNEKE was born on 3 Jan 1989 in Kimberley South Africa.
(ii) Johannes (Hannes) HEYNEKE was born on 6 Dec 1994 in Kimberley South Africa.

(d) Johanna Catharina Cornelia (Hannelia) HEYNEKE was born on 12 Sep 1961.

Johanna Catharina Cornelia (Hannelia) HEYNEKE and Stefanus (Stefan) CROUSE were married on 9 Apr 1985 in Posmasburg South Africa. **Stefanus (Stefan) CROUSE** was born on 30 Oct 1960 in Posmasburg South Africa. Johanna Catharina Cornelia (Hannelia) HEYNEKE and Stefanus (Stefan) CROUSE had the following children:

(i) Marlize CROUSE was born on 13 May 1986 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(ii) Chantell CROUSE was born on 26 Apr 1988 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(iii) Daniel CROUSE was born on 13 Dec 1990 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(e) Johannes Andries (Dries) HEYNEKE was born on 1 Jan 1964 in Posmasburg South Africa. ID 640101 5146 081

Johannes Andries (Dries) HEYNEKE and Riallete Dorothea GOUWS were married on 29 Apr 1986 in Sannieshof South Africa. **Riallete Dorothea GOUWS** was born on 1 Nov 1966 in Sannieshof South Africa. ID 641101 0020 083 Johannes Andries (Dries) HEYNEKE and Riallete Dorothea GOUWS had the following children:

(i) Pieter Gerhardus (Gerrit) HEYNEKE was born on 8 Jan 1992 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(ii) Jolandrie HEYNEKE was born on 4 Nov 1994 in Posmasburg South Africa.

(f) Frans Johannes (Frans) HEYNEKE was born on 12 Jul 1965 in Posmasburg South Africa.

Frans Johannes (Frans) HEYNEKE and Belinda DE KOKER were married on 20 Aug 1994 in Krugersdorp South Africa. **Belinda DE KOKER** was born on 20 Aug 1972 in Krugersdorp South Africa. Frans Johannes (Frans) HEYNEKE and Belinda DE KOKER had the following children:

(i) Frans Johannes HEYNEKE was born on 23 Mar 1997 in Krugersdorp South Africa.

(g) Johannes Barend (Hannes) HEYNEKE was born on 17 Dec 1968 in Posmasburg South Africa.

Johannes Barend (Hannes) HEYNEKE and Agnes GREYLING were married on 4 Mar 1995 in Midrand South Africa. **Agnes GREYLING** was born on 8 Jul 1971 in Natal South Africa. Johannes Barend (Hannes) HEYNEKE and Agnes GREYLING had the following children:

(i) Ruaan HEYNEKE was born on 23 Jan 1996 in Midrand South Africa.

(ii) Bart Heinrich HEYNEKE was born on 13 Nov 1998 in Midrand South Africa.

(6) Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE was born on 22 Jan 1933 in Sanddrift-Brits South Africa.

Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE and Louwrens Johannes RIEKERT were married on 24 Jul 1954. **Louwrens Johannes RIEKERT** was born on 8 Feb 1928 in Cullinan South Africa. He died on 8 Jun 1992. He was buried on 12 Jun 1992. Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE and Louwrens Johannes RIEKERT had the following children:

(a) Louwrens Johannes (Louwtjie) RIEKERT was born on 6 Dec 1960 in Pretoria South Africa.

Louwrens Johannes (Louwtjie) RIEKERT and Daleen (de Klerk) RIEKERT were married on 17 Dec 1988 in Pretoria South Africa. **Daleen (de Klerk) RIEKERT** was born on 9 Nov 1965 in Springs South Africa. Louwrens Johannes (Louwtjie) RIEKERT and Daleen (de Klerk) RIEKERT had the following children:
(i) Ilze' RIEKERT was born on 29 Nov 1989 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Louwrens Johannes RIEKERT was born on 8 Feb 1993 in Pretoria South Africa.

(7) Dorothea Magrieta (Dorie) HEYNEKE was born on 27 Mar 1935 in Sanddrift-Brits South Africa.

Dorothea Magrieta (Dorie) HEYNEKE and Hendrick Stefanus Josephus (Grobbie) GROBLER were married on 17 Dec 1955. Hendrick Stefanus Josephus (Grobbie) GROBLER was born on 23 Sep 1930 in Hekpoort South Africa. He died on 2 May 2004. He was buried on 5 May 2004. Dorothea Magrieta (Dorie) HEYNEKE and Hendrick Stefanus Josephus (Grobbie) GROBLER had the following children:

(a) Maria Louisa (Wolmerans) (Louisa) GROBLER was born on 11 Nov 1959.

Maria Louisa (Wolmerans) (Louisa) GROBLER and Leander Henry WOLMARANS were married on 15 Dec 1984 in Pretoria South Africa. Leander Henry WOLMARANS was born on 19 Mar 1958 in Springs South Africa. Maria Louisa (Wolmerans) (Louisa) GROBLER and Leander Henry WOLMARANS had the following children:

(i) Leon WOLMARANS was born on 27 Sep 1990 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Leane WOLMARANS was born on 27 Sep 1993 in Pretoria South Africa.

(b) Stefan (Stefan) GROBLER was born on 6 Jul 1970 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

Stefan (Stefan) GROBLER and Johanna Catherina (Kriek) (Erica) GROBLER were married on 18 Nov 1995 in Villiers South Africa. Johanna Catherina (Kriek) (Erica) GROBLER was born on 22 Oct 1974 in Frankfort South Africa. Stefan (Stefan) GROBLER and Johanna Catherina (Kriek) (Erica) GROBLER had the following children:

(i) Elrika GROBLER was born on 20 Mar 1997 in Cape Town South Africa.

(ii) Marike GROBLER was born on 13 Nov 2000 in Cape Town South Africa.

(c) Jolande' (Maritz) GROBLER was born on 7 Aug 1970 in Pretoria South Africa.

Jolande' (Maritz) GROBLER and Frans Stefanus MARITZ were married on 24 Nov 1990 in Pretoria South Africa. Frans Stefanus MARITZ was born on 25 Feb 1967 in Nelspruit South Africa. Jolande' (Maritz) GROBLER and Frans Stefanus MARITZ had the following children:

(i) Thealize MARITZ was born on 10 Dec 1992 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Armand MARITZ was born on 19 Nov 1996 in Pretoria South Africa.

(8) Johannes Abram (Abie) HEYNEKE was born on 31 Jul 1937 in Sanddrift-Brits South Africa. He died on 11 Aug 1997. He was buried on 15 Aug 1997.

Johannes Abram (Abie) HEYNEKE and Johanna Helena Susara (Hannetjie) KROGH were married on 28 Oct 1961. Johanna Helena Susara (Hannetjie) KROGH was born on 12 Sep 1944. Johannes Abram (Abie) HEYNEKE and Johanna Helena Susara (Hannetjie) KROGH had the following children:

(a) Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE was born on 5 Jul 1962 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Johanna Maria (Mariaan) VAN DER HEYDEN were married on 6 Jul 1981 in Witbank South Africa. Johanna Maria (Mariaan) VAN DER HEYDEN was born on 9 Sep 1953 in Nederland. Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE and Johanna Maria (Mariaan) VAN DER HEYDEN had the following children:

(i) Uanita HEYNEKE was born on 31 Mar 1988 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

(ii) Bartholomeus Roelof Jacobus (Bart) HEYNEKE was born on 1 Sep 1989 in Durban South Africa.
(b) Adriaan Roelof (Riaan) HEYNEKE was born on 4 Aug 1963 in Primrose South Africa. He died on 21 May 1983 in Pretoria South Africa. He was buried on 25 May 1983 in Pretoria South Africa.

(c) Marina HEYNEKE was born on 8 Jan 1964 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

Marina HEYNEKE and Lawrence Andrew STRYDOM were married on 24 Feb 1982 in Bon Airo Park South Africa. Lawrence Andrew STRYDOM was born on 22 Jun 1962 in Springs South Africa. Marina HEYNEKE and Lawrence Andrew STRYDOM had the following children:

(i) Lawrence Andrew (Lawrence) STRYDOM was born on 22 Aug 1982 in Springs South Africa.

(ii) Johannes Adriaan (Adriaan) STRYDOM was born on 24 Jan 1984 in Benoni South Africa.

(iii) Tanja Cherelynn STRYDOM was born on 14 Sep 1987 in Springs South Africa.

(d) Johannes Abram (Seun) HEYNEKE was born on 3 Mar 1966 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

Johannes Abram (Seun) HEYNEKE and Martina Johanna (Viljoen) (Tienie) HEYNEKE were married on 19 Jul 1986 in Boksburg South Africa. Martina Johanna (Viljoen) (Tienie) HEYNEKE was born on 15 Mar 1968 in Benoni South Africa. Johannes Abram (Seun) HEYNEKE and Martina Johanna (Viljoen) (Tienie) HEYNEKE had the following children:

(i) Martalie HEYNEKE was born on 20 Oct 1987 in Midrand South Africa.

(ii) Cheries HEYNEKE was born on 20 Oct 1994 in Midrand South Africa.

(e) Jacobus HEYNEKE was born on 29 Jul 1967 in Germiston South Africa.

Jacobus HEYNEKE and Maria Magdalena (Nortje) (Magda) HEYNEKE were married on 7 Mar 1986 in Witbank South Africa. Maria Magdalena (Nortje) (Magda) HEYNEKE was born on 1 Nov 1967 in Benoni South Africa. Jacobus HEYNEKE and Maria Magdalena (Nortje) (Magda) HEYNEKE had the following children:

(i) Kobus Corney HEYNEKE was born on 28 Sep 1986 in Witbank South Africa.

(ii) Johannes Abram (Abram) HEYNEKE was born on 21 Apr 1989 in Witbank South Africa.

(f) Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE was born on 7 Sep 1968 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE and Jean Piere GRACIO were married on 14 Aug 1991 in Kemptonpark South Africa. Jean Piere GRACIO was born on 21 Feb 1965 in Kemptonpark South Africa. Maria Louisa (Louisa) HEYNEKE and Jean Piere GRACIO had the following children:

(i) Michel George GRACIO was born on 29 Feb 1992 in Kemptonpark South Africa.

(9) Johanna Georgia HEYNEKE was born on 18 Apr 1941 in Sanddrift-Brists South Africa.

Johanna Georgia HEYNEKE and Andries Lukas VAN DEN HEEVER were married on 2 Dec 1961 in Pretoria South Africa. Andries Lukas VAN DEN HEEVER was born on 23 Jan 1938 in Pretoria South Africa. Johanna Georgia HEYNEKE and Andries Lukas VAN DEN HEEVER had the following children:

(a) Andries Lukas (Andre') VAN DEN HEEVER was born on 18 Dec 1964 in Pretoria South Africa.

Andries Lukas (Andre') VAN DEN HEEVER and Adriana (Harmse) (Adri) VAN DEN HEEVER were married on 13 Jan 1990 in Durban South Africa. Adriana (Harmse) (Adri) VAN DEN HEEVER was born on 11 Jul 1968 in Durban South Africa. Andries Lukas (Andre') VAN DEN HEEVER and Adriana (Harmse) (Adri) VAN DEN HEEVER had the following children:
(i) Andries Lukas (Andre‘) VAN DEN HEEVER was born on 9 Jul 1990 in Pretoria South Africa.

(ii) Angelique (Likkie) VAN DEN HEEVER was born on 12 Feb 1993 in Pretoria South Africa.

(b) Sandra (Fox) (Hasdas) VAN DEN HEEVER was born on 6 Dec 1970 in Pretoria South Africa.

Sandra (Fox) (Hasdas) VAN DEN HEEVER and Jaques Vernon (Jakals) FOX were married on 18 Mar 1995 in Pretoria South Africa. Jaques Vernon (Jakals) FOX was born on 16 Mar 1972 in Tzaneen South Africa. Sandra (Fox) (Hasdas) VAN DEN HEEVER and Jaques Vernon (Jakals) FOX had the following children:

(i) Verliza (Liza) FOX was born on 21 Sep 2004 in Polokwana South Africa.

ii. Johannes Jochemus HEYNEKE was born in Potchefstroom South Africa. He died in Turrfontein Konsentrasie kamp South Africa.

b. Johannes Christoffel HEYNEKE was born on 18 Jul 1854 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 25 Dec 1854 in Posmasburg South Africa. He was buried 25 Dec 1854 in Posmasburg South Africa.

5. Elizabeth Francina HEYNEKE was born on 4 Aug 1832 in Beaufort Wes South Africa. She died on 8 Apr 1833 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

6. Philippus Johannes HEYNEKE was born on 22 Sep 1834 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Philippus Johannes HEYNEKE and Sophia Susara DE BEER were married on 3 Apr 1858 in Posmasburg South Africa. Sophia Susara DE BEER was born on 25 Oct 1835 in Posmasburg South Africa. Philippus Johannes HEYNEKE and Sophia Susara DE BEER had the following children:

a. Johanna Helena HEYNEKE was born on 27 Aug 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 25 Dec 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa.

b. Cecilia Anna HEYNEKE was born on 25 Feb 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 7 Jul 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa.

c. Matthys Andries HEYNEKE was born on 24 Aug 1866 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 27 Jan 1867 in Posmasburg South Africa.

7. Andries Barend HEYNEKE was born on 15 May 1836 in Beaufort Wes South Africa.

Andries Barend HEYNEKE and Catharina Louisa BUTENDAG were married on 2 Jul 1859 in Posmasburg South Africa. Catharina Louisa BUTENDAG was born on 16 Oct 1836. Andries Barend HEYNEKE and Catharina Louisa BUTENDAG had the following children:

a. Carolina Hendrika HEYNEKE was born on 30 Apr 1860 in Posmasburg South Africa. She died on 1 Jul 1860 in Posmasburg South Africa.

b. Jan Christoffel HEYNEKE was born on 22 Dec 1861 in Posmasburg South Africa. He died on 16 Feb 1862 in Posmasburg South Africa.

8. Martha Elizabeth HEYNEKE was born on 22 Oct 1839 in Pietermaritzburg South Africa. She died on 27 Mar 1842 in Pietermaritzburg South Africa.

9. Cornelis Christoffel Johannes HEYNEKE was born on 3 Sep 1846 in Pietermaritzburg South Africa. He died on 18 Apr 1848 in Pietermaritzburg South Africa. Voortrekker Register

B. Magdalena Christina HEYNEKE was born on 15 Feb 1801 in Stellenboch South Africa. She died in Stellenboch South Africa. She was buried in Stellenboch South Africa.

C. Sophia Margarettha HEYNEKE was born on 3 Jul 1803 in Stellenboch South Africa. She died in Stellenboch South Africa. She was buried in Stellenboch South Africa.
Sources

2. The following was found at The Historical Research Centre. Family Name History of Heyneke.
This surname originated in northern Germany as a patronymic name, one based upon the given name of the father of the initial bearer. In this case, the surname can be traced in a low German variant of the old Germanic personal name "Heinrech", itself derived from the Old High German "hag", meaning "grove" or "enclosure", and the ancient Germanic "rik", which can be translated as "leader" or "prince". In the Middle Ages, "Heinrich" was one of the most beloved personal names in Germany, and it was born by a number of dukes and kings, often in commemoration of the ninth and tenth century king "Heinrich I", known as "the fowler". Foremost among the early bearers of this personal name was the Holy Roman Emperor "Heinrich II", who consolidated German control of the lands east of the Elbe and provided essential support to the Church's efforts to establish the Christian faith among the Slavs. In recognition of his service to the Church, the emperor was subsequently canonized, which enhanced the appeal of the name, since it was common practice to name children after saints. In Germany, the custom of using fixed, hereditary surnames began to take hold in the twelfth century, spurred by the growth of cities. Variants of the surname Heyneke included Heinecke and Heyneke.

German archives include a reference from the year 1305 of one "Jekynus filius (son of) Heyneke", who was then a resident of Hamburg. In "Germans to America", a compendium of ships' passenger lists, there is an entry for Louise and Fredrick Heineke. Fredrick reported his occupation as "confectioner" and the pair arrived in New York on board the vessel "Oder" on 12 November 1852.

Arms were granted to a family name Heineke.

BLAZON OF ARMS : Per pale: first or, the head and neck of an eagle
sable, In its beak an annulet argent: second
argent, bendy of three gules

Translation : An eagle signifies Wisdom

CREST : In a vol sable, the charge of the first.

ORIGIN : GERMANY.

3. Dutch Reformed Church : G 12 7/1, Beaufort West Dutch Reformed Church Archives, Beaufort West.
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